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Star Corps DockPort Facility K
Ciotat, Lyran Alliance
4 January 3077
Director Abram Fitzhugh was not a happy man.
The sparse reception area reeked of stale sweat and burnt
oil, the only sound the wheezing of the cooling unit that struggled to push out the stagnant heat. Time was wasting while
he paced slowly around the gray walled perimeter, noting the
threadbare carpet and the plastic chairs that hurt his back just
by looking at them.
The time he spent pacing around the waiting area could be
better spent structuring the new fiscal budget, or looking over his
cost sheets again to see where he could trim some more of the
annex’s fat. Or searching for new markets for his other interests.
Being on the fringe and out of the way had always been an asset for him; when corporate started sniffing around, it was never
a good thing.
He stopped pacing and pulled out his data slate again, the
message from Regional Director of Internal Affairs Miles Orpik still
loaded. Abram looked it over again, hoping maybe this time it
would tell him something different.
But he knew it wouldn’t.
Sighing, he glanced at his watch for the umpteenth time, noting that the Inspector was now twenty-eight minutes late. As he
began pacing again, he calculated how much money that time
was worth as he gazed out the single wall-sized window to the
hardpan beyond. The Leopard was still sitting where it had rolled
to a stop over half an hour before, though now the cargo bay doors
were open and a ground crawler was trundling up into position.
His mind raced through calculations as he stopped to observe
the proceedings. A massive crane traversed into the bay to withdraw whatever secrets the DropShip held, and he saw a small
groundcar pull away from under the Leopard’s wing and head towards the terminal.
That would be the Inspector.
Abram unconsciously straightened his suit and patted his thinning hair; it would never do to give the wrong impression. He knew
from many corporate seminars that to have a hair out of place or
a missed wrinkle would imply lack of control; there was no way
he was going to project such lunacy to a high-ranking corporate
shark. He wouldn’t let them sniff blood in the water.
The irony was delicious, in a way—him a director of a semi-secret branch, conducting secret projects, all while running his own
secret rings to satisfy his secret habits.

The Inspector-General’s office wasn’t going to take that away
from him.
The dustlock at the far end of the room clicked over, the small
panel flipping to green. With a last glance at the continued unloading, Abram squared his shoulders and faced the door, ready
to receive his visitor.
Inspector Evita Jackson stepped through the cycling dustlock
as it opened, zeroing in immediately on the sole occupant of the
reception area. She noted briefly the sparse walls, the drab interior, and the dress and stance of the man who inevitably must be
Director Fitzhugh. Smiling inwardly, Evita stepped up to the smaller man and stuck out her hand. “Inspector Evita Jackson,” she said
crisply, noting the oversqueezing of his hand as he attempted to
dominate the introduction. She gave him no time. “You must be
Director Fitzhugh?”
He swallowed noisily. “Yes, I am,” he replied. He let go of
her hand. “Allow me to welcome you to Ciotat, Inspector.” His
hand was clammy, his grip forced. She could feel his pulse; it
was racing.
“Pleased to be here,” Evita said. “I apologize on behalf of
Director Orpik; he’s been quite busy of late.” She brushed her fingertips through her bangs, watching him as he glimpsed her scars.
He stopped short, caught off guard.
“Oh, ah, thank you. No need to apologize, however,” he replied.
“As you’ll see, everything is in order and our projects continue on
time and on budget.” He struggled to regain his footing; she pitied
him for being so frail and easily distracted.
Evita smiled. “That’s excellent news, Director. Please, relax. I’m
not here to audit your annex. There is a matter of some importance
you and I need to discuss, hence Director Orpik’s suddenness in
sending me here without proper notification.” She glanced out
the window at the Leopard; the heavy lift was now maneuvering
the huge cargo pallets onto its massive bed.
Director Fitzhugh followed her gaze and seemed to take a moment to collect his thoughts.
“I see,” the small man replied. Evita watched his neck and saw
his pulse slow down. “Well, considering your position and our unexpected delivery, I suggest we head somewhere a bit more …
secluded,” He turned to look at her again. His face was composed
now and she watched his eyes glance her over. He was assessing
her now. Apparently he liked what he saw, based on the tight
smile that flickered across his face.
She held out her arm, catching Fitzhugh off-guard yet again.
“Shall we?”
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He nodded, taking her arm with his own. “I’ve made arrangements for you to have the finest suite in Tintigal.”
She smiled. “Excellent. Though this is a working trip, I think I
can find some time to relax.” Suddenly, Evita yawned, then giggled as she covered her gaping mouth. “Excuse me, I think the trip
wore me out.”
Director Fitzhugh smiled warmly. “Then I will escort you to your
room and see you safely to rest. Shall we begin tomorrow at ten?”
“Perfect,” she replied. She would be happy to see her room, but
she knew she would not immediately be resting.
Steven hated interruptions, especially during his one night of
freedom. He glanced around the eatery, noting the cheap furniture and stale food, reining in his building anger. He looked over at
Bernita and squeezed her hand before turning back to the woman
who’d just slid into their booth near the back.
The woman laughed at them, tossing her head. “Uncomfortable,
are we?”
He growled under his breath, wondering who this woman was.
While the rest of the boys knew about his weekly rendezvous with
his attractive lancemate, they all kept his secret safe from his wife.
After all, most of them had secrets, too.
The woman’s smile was oily, slick like her hair plastered to her
skull. Steven heard a thumping and knew instantly the woman had
a weapon pointing at him under the table. He was trapped. He
placed both hands flat on the table while Bernita silently clutched
his arm.
His gaze glanced off the eddied scar tissue that crept up from
her collar and across her cheek.
“So Mister Trevor, I’d like to take this time to make a pitch.” Her
face still contained the smile, but her eyes meant death. He nodded for her to go ahead, hoping that was what she wanted.
“Good, I see we’re of the cooperative type,” she replied. Her
right hand tapped a small data chip softly on the cheap, chipped
Formica of the booth’s surface. “Can’t tell you how many of these
meetings have ended up on the wrong side of the river.” The smile
again.
Steven cleared his throat, his hands pressing down on the
table. “Talk,” he rasped. He felt Bernita’s hands relax a bit as the
tension in the air bled off slightly.
“Excellent. Straight to business, then.” She tossed her head
again, her scar tissue buckling and flexing. “I need a couple of capable pilots to do a small job for me. No questions asked, because
I won’t give you answers. Just do the deed and be done, and you
won’t hear from me ever again.”
“And what if we refuse?” stammered Bernita.

“You’d refuse my generous offer?” The woman slid the chip
across the table to Bernita, who stared at it as if it was a live
snake.
“Say we’re looking over the options,” replied Steven. Her face
… it rang familiar, somehow. But he couldn’t place it—she looked
like a girl he’d once dated back at the academy, but also like one of
his former neighbors on another system, long ago.
“Ah, covering your bets. Very good. I made the right choice,
then.” She laughed, and there was no emotion whatsoever in the
sound. “Let’s just say if you refuse, your little ‘meetings’ at the Red
Cave Hotel going public will be the least of your problems.
“Some of those other dirty little secrets your comrades have—
well, they might somehow go public, too. It’ll ruin the unit, and
your contract with StarCorps will be revoked. You’ll see your families split up, your lives shattered. And strangely, all the evidence
will point to you two as the informants.”
Steven felt the blood drain from his face. “You wouldn’t dare.”
That smile again. “Try me,” she said cheerily. “I’m just dying to
ruin someone’s day.”
Bernita clutched his arm, looking at him desperately. Steven
knew she couldn’t afford to have shame brought on her family’s name—her very conservative family would cast her out,
shun her.
He glanced at Bernita and nodded grimly, once.
“All right. Like we have a choice.”
The woman’s smile disappeared, her eyes turned to ice. “You
never did.”
She slid out of the booth, putting a stack of Kroner on the table.
“Enjoy your meal, on me. Details on the chip, as well as the private
account you can use to access your payment. No funds until the
task is done.” She turned to leave, then looked back at them. “I’ll
know if you screw with me, so I’ll just offer this advice. Don’t.”
With that, the woman glided from the restaurant, never looking back, her steps broad and firm.
It would.
5 January 3077
What started as a ten a.m. office meeting going over budget
figures and cost analysis ended in a dinner break at La Jolle, a midrange restaurant in the heart of downtown Tintigal. Evita played
up her end to the hilt, charming the proverbial pants off Abram—
and no doubt, the now-relaxed director was plotting to actually
remove his and her pants at the end of the evening.
If it was necessary, she’d let him.
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She doubted it would be, however; Evita considered herself an
excellent judge of people and could manipulate most of the frail
population. Her thoughts flashed briefly to another world, a curlyhaired, arrogant face challenging her and her methods …
She blinked, hard. She couldn’t afford distractions, not now.
“… so yes, the new project now has really cut into our resources. While I’m glad we’re in the final stages, I can’t help but wonder
about your real reason for being here?” Fitzhugh shoveled more
spinach into his mouth, chewing noisily. “It can’t be just for a
simple check-up on our work. The Director would never waste resources on a simple bureaucratic matter.”
Evita looked at him for a moment. She leaned in and whispered
conspiratorially. “Well, to be honest, my audit is indeed a cover.”
She looked him square in the eyes. “I’m here to root out a spy in
your midst.” She absently scratched her left wrist as she watched
his face.
Abram nearly dropped his fork and paled. “A … a … a spy?” He
shook his head worriedly. “I had no idea …”
She nodded slightly, sympathetic. “You have to admit, a project
of this magnitude would entice various organizations to attempt
stealing it from you.” She sipped her wine, settling back. “If that
information gets out, it could compromise StarCorps future plans
within Stone’s circle of influence.”
Fitzhugh nodded. “Well, we’re distilling it down into a comprehensive corporate handbook,” he noted. “The more sensitive and
raw data is being compiled tonight and will be ready for transmission tomorrow afternoon.” He sighed heavily. “I just can’t believe
one of my people would sell us out like that … Does the director
know who’s behind this?”
“Does it matter? Corporate intrigue is at an all-time high, thanks
to a blossoming war market and the changes that people say Lear
is suggesting to several prominent business leaders.” She tapped
a finger on her glass, thoughtful. “Of course, the usual suspects
come into play; all the Great Houses, including LIC, plus the Word
of Blake and possibly even Clanners. It could be anyone, though I
suspect it’s probably a corporate rival.”
Abram pushed his plate away, the meal unfinished. “Most
likely. But I can’t see why the Word or a House would want this
data when they have access to other, probably better resources.”
He dabbed his mouth with his napkin. “My guess is probably that
it’s Earthwerks or GM—we’ve had some heavy contract competition lately with them in assisting Stone in rebuilding some of the
Kittery worlds.”
She nodded. “Well, whatever the case, the Director is hoping
my visit will either force their hand or turn over something I can
use to diffuse the situation. It wouldn’t do to have everything

ruined so close to completion.” She set her glass down and laid
several L-bills on the table. “How about you compile some personnel information for me for our meeting tomorrow, say by eight
a.m.? I’d like to get an early start.”
He sighed. “Sounds fine, Inspector. Thank you for the meal, and
I look forward to your lovely presence tomorrow.”
She shook his hand and watched him lumber away, knowing
full well the panic she’d set in would have him up all night attempting to cover his own secrets. Which would set up tomorrow’s chain
of events perfectly.
She smiled.
The alarm was beeping.
Her cockpit was on fire. The Battlemaster beneath her Reaper,
thrashing as she drove her fist down and down and down …
Furiously, she scrabbled and slapped, desperately hammering
the heat override switch. It wasn’t time, not yet, not yet … The alarm
refused to silence itself, screaming its warning as the heat rose and
her flesh puckered and split.
Suddenly, she was awake, sweat pouring, the bedsheet ripped
between her hands. Her eyes blazed around the room and locked
on the bleating alarm clock. With sudden swiftness, she slammed
her fist down, silencing it and cracking the plastic case.
The deafening quiet engulfed her.
She sat, breathing hard, the last vestiges of her fiery cockpit
washing away from her mind. Evita stared blankly at the sheets,
remembering snatches from her memory—images of a fiery ejection, burning smoke, hospital beds, masked doctors, and … him.
Once her equal within the Order. Now her superior.
Her face flamed from embarrassment, feeling the heavy weight
of his silver-eyed gaze judging her.
“Damn you,” she whispered. Her fists rocketed apart, tearing
the sheet more, sundering it to the foot of the bed. “Damn you for
saving me.”
Her hand flew to her scarring on her cheek, traced along into
her hair, down her throat. There, it dove into and across her back
and down her left leg, a mass of puckered tissue and scabs. She eschewed beauty—it was a weapon she’d used well and often—and
thought nothing of the marring to her skin. It was nothing.
Nothing but a reminder of her past failures.
And his mercy.
She snarled. She would succeed with this mission, prove to him
and Apollyon that she was worthy.
Her mind turned over the plan, looking again for faults and
flaws. There were none she could see. If there were, well, failure
would fall upon her and no one else.
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He would not save her again; he’d been crystal clear on that
point. This was her redemption, her resurrection.
Her climb back to grace.
She could not fail.
6 January 3077
Abram Fitzhugh hated early meetings. He sipped at his caff,
pondering the inspector’s revelation last evening and his subsequent attempts during the long night to make sure all his bases
were covered. The last thing he needed was for her to spot his
own activities and finger him as the spy.
The door opened with a knock precisely at eight; Evita looked
no worse for wear, unlike his own disheveled self. He rose from his
desk, a fake smile in place as he attempted to look refreshed and
rested.
“Good morning, Inspector! I trust you are feeling better? You
look fresh off the spa today.”
She smiled shyly, her face turning slightly in and down in modesty. “I am, thank you. I suppose we should get started? I have
some ideas on where to begin.”
He nodded. “I’ve pulled the additional files you wanted to
check over.”
Evita held up a manicured hand. “Actually, I was wondering if
we could skip the analysis this morning, and instead pay a visit
to your think tank, see what’s percolating there. I have to assess
operational security protocols anyway, and this would allow me to
check everyone out before we start some in-depth questioning.”
She smiled, almost winking at him.
Abram felt heat rise to his cheeks. “Um, yes, of course.” He patted his pocket, feeling for his ID card and magnetic keys. “After
you, Inspector,” he gestured warmly, sliding the door open.
“With pleasure,” she replied, practically swaying out the door.
He followed along behind her, trying to enjoy the view but his
thoughts were elsewhere as a myriad of possibilities threatened
to overwhelm him.
Evita slowly circled the “control booth,” a glass-enclosed perch
above the main floor of the annex’s data analysis center. She kept
her disdain to herself as she listened to Fitzhugh drone on about
the various security procedures in place to prevent data theft.
The scanning system she’d passed through before entering was
at least five years out of date, for instance, and was incapable of
detecting her own secrets.
The entire analysis team sat in luxurious comfort below her;
modernized work stations, ergonomic chairs, and an enormous

three-story window looking out over the picturesque valley
seemed to be perks given to the employees to keep them happy.
The entire setup was a complete joke to her. StarCorps’ Internal
Affairs division had no idea how to run a secret operation—or
they were more wounded than they let on after ROM’s terror attack last year. Which probably accounted for their “hiding in plain
sight” plan.
This mission was getting easier to accomplish each moment.
She noted the time, nodded to herself, and jotted something down on her slate in response to the director’s latest
comment. Movement outside caught the corner of her eye.
Turning, she saw the arrival of one of the security ‘Mechs, a
massive Warhammer. The heaviest machine in the hired security team’s arsenal.
Fitzhugh noticed her glance. “Ah, yes, our timely patrol from
our ‘guardian protector.’” She could practically hear his grin from
behind her. “The addition of the mercs was my own inspiration,
considering our position here could be easily compromised.”
Evita suppressed a snort.
She scratched her left wrist. The itch never seemed to go away.
“So, Director, let’s discuss your network access points. Who has
authorization to—“
A tremendous crash interrupted her. She looked up, startled;
even though she’d been expecting it, the suddenness still gave
her a start.
Outside, the Warhammer staggered as a series of missiles and
high-velocity shells slammed into it. Behind it, Evita could see a
small BattleMech jumping over the tree line into position behind
the heavy ‘Mech. A Vulcan, she noted as she shouted, “Attack!
Sound the alarm!”
She watched dispassionately as the workers below scrambled
away from the blossoming firefight right outside their window.
Errant shells and a missile streaked in and hammered at the ferroglass, punching through the hardened window and showering the
floor with deadly shards. More shells followed, a series of craters
erupting on the opposite wall as the unseen attacker continued its
assault on the Warhammer.
“Inspector! Get down!” Abram shouted behind her, his hands
grabbing her shoulders to push her to the floor. She allowed
him to do so, her right hand pulling at her left wrist, twisting and
scratching at her skin. She could hear the whine of the Whammy’s
PPC capacitors as they discharged; more glass shattering and twin
explosions, then cries of the wounded from below.
Fitzhugh was in hysterics, sobbing about the impossibility of it
all and cringing as each new explosion erupted. He stared at her.
“How can you be so calm? We need to find safety!”
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Evita smiled.
“I will, once I’m done.”
He stared at her. “Done?”
She raised her left arm in response, rolling back a layer of
synthetic skin from her forearm, leaving a bloody sheen behind.
Abram stared at her in abject horror. “Y-y-you’re one of—“
“I am. Now shut up, and I’ll let you live.”
He shut up.
Alarms went off inside the building as the battle outside moved
off, punctuated explosions and the crackle of PPC fire mixing with
nearby sirens. Evita pressed down and a portion of her cybernetic
arm opened. She reached in and pulled out a small hand device,
thumbing it on.
Abram stared in mute horror. “Wh-wh-what is th-that?”
Evita looked up at him again. “Didn’t I tell you to shut up?” She
leaned forward, her face inches from his. Her smile was predatory.
Abram swallowed. Hard.
“Ahh, too late you’ve learned your lesson.” She touched the device to his neck; the small electrical stunner discharged on contact
with his skin, his nervous system overloaded, and his body shut
down within milliseconds. His body slumped to the floor.
Wasting no time, she replaced the stunner in her arm and withdrew two data chips. Rising swiftly, she stepped to the director’s
console and inserted the first, activating it. The chip
would copy the entire system’s directory within a
few minutes; she looked out at the carnage as she
waited.
The Warhammer staggered back into view, the
Vulcan squarely behind it. Fire streamed from the
smaller ‘Mech’s flamer, washing over it and then
across the shattered window. The superheated air
ignited cloth and flesh, turning the cubicle bullpen
into a charnel house. Evita watched dispassionately
as the Vulcan took a PPC blast directly in the cockpit
as the Warhammer twisted to its torso; she had no
idea whether it was Bernita or Steven who died, nor
did she care.
The datachip beeped.
Quickly replacing it with the other chip, she
thumbed the initiation switch and let the ROMencrypted virus initialize. It would be quick, as it
wasn’t designed to eliminate the entire database,
just certain sections.

Specifically, certain biographies and summaries of some very
important people who did not want to be found in the coming
calamity.
So Berith had ordered.
As the virus did its work, she clenched her left hand and
slammed it into the office’s window, shattering it in one punch.
The fire was raging out of control now and was climbing the walls
near her. She picked up the inert form of Director Fitzhugh and
heaved him out the shattered window into the inferno below.
The smoke was getting thicker now; she felt her new lungs
contract. Her breathing became short as her body adjusted to the
internal filtering; Evita paused for a moment as nausea and dizziness washed over her.
The fire reached the window and lit the brocade blinds. The
chip beeped and Evita snatched it from the input as the console
began to smoke from the heat. She inhaled and her mind snapped
back to her Reaper’s cockpit, the intense heat burning her hair and
skin, her hands barely grasping the ejection bar, the sudden explosion of fire and light and heat, the intense pain along her side
as her seat slammed into the Battlemaster’s shoulder before rocketing into the sky and her mind into darkness …
A distant explosion intruded into her brain and she realized she
was on the floor, gasping. Her filtered lungs labored as she pushed
the chips back into her forearm and she snapped the panel shut.
The synthetic skin she rolled back into place as
best she could, the flap scorched and burnt.
Like the rest of her.
She would not die. Not this time.
Not ever.
Evita laughed.
The flames surging all around her, she crawled
to the doorway. The doors were locked open as
part of the facility’s fire protocols, and she quickly
stumbled out, the flames licking at her heels. She
staggered down the hall, joining the last stragglers as they exited the burning annex, fire and
rescue vehicles slewing into place to contain the
raging fire.
She huddled with the survivors, none aware of
her actions. Or her nature. To them, she was another
victim of the traitorous attack.
The fire had purified her. Among the Frails, she
once again walked as their superior.
Avitue smiled.
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SECRET.ACCESS: RED
Unauthorized reproduction of this file will result in criminal prosecution, pursuant to StarCorps/CE statute 42.2.5.p and may result in
heavy fines and/or incarceration.
>>>File access date 20Dec77; 1442 local<<<
Dear Christiansen Enterprises Employee,
I would like to be the first to welcome you to the StarCorps
family! Now that we have formally announced that the acquisition
of Christiansen Enterprises will be completed on the first of the
new year, I am excited to officially embrace your entrance into the
StarCorps Intelligence Division, or SCID as we like to call it.
There will be many challenges that we will face together as
your former company is assimilated into StarCorps. Some of you
may be reassigned to important facilities or remote regions of
the Inner Sphere or even the Periphery, and you may lose contact
with one another for some time. No matter where you may find
yourself in the next six months, you will be representing corporate
interests in a constantly evolving universe. To assist you with this
goal, the SCID has developed the Notable Players report, a dossier
of the movers and shakers of the 3070s. Now that you have signed
our non-disclosure agreement and submitted your DNA sample,
we can share this report with you.
The Notable Players report will be the most important document in your first year with SCID. Knowledge of one’s clientele
can mean the difference between fortune and folly for a business, and if StarCorps is to engage in business with every House,

Clan, state, major mercenary unit, and interstellar organization,
we need to know who they are and what they want. We sell the
materiel of war, but battles are not fought between small arms, armor, BattleMechs, or even battalions or regimental combat teams.
Battles are fought between people. Even in space, wars are not
fought in a vacuum.
You will eventually be expected to collect and analyze intelligence on the entities described in this report. You are expected
to know all of the information contained within it by the start date
listed in the assignment letter you will be receiving before the first
.25
of the year. You will eventually be expected to verify, expand, or append further information to this report within a year. Start studying
now; there will be a quiz, and the quiz will be your career.
If you have any questions, please contact your immediate
superior, whose name and contact information will be in your assignment letter. Any attempt to contact another member of SCID
will trigger an investigation.
Welcome to StarCorps!

0

Sincerely,

Roma Gritten
Chief Intelligence Officer
StarCorps Industries
RG/ap

How To Use This Book
Masters & Minions: The StarCorps Dossiers is a sourcebook
for BattleTech that offers details of the people and organizations that control the tide of destiny in and around the Inner
Sphere. Each chapter deals with one faction, nation, or Clan,
along with its most influential people, their motivations,
and goals.
As Ms. Gritten mentioned in her letter, and as von Clausewitz
observed, warfare is merely the extension of policy. Many
BattleTech or A Time of War: The BattleTech RPG campaigns are focused around the military struggles of the thirty-first century, and
these struggles are fueled by the policies of the factions involved.
The entities in this book are some of the driving forces behind
these battles.

While not every BattleTech game needs to be centered on a
clash based in the fictional setting, encounters between the forces of the various factions can lend a more authentic feel to your
games. A Time of War: The BattleTech RPG can similarly be enhanced
by bringing the player characters into the flow of the BattleTech
universe, allowing them to make a little history of their own. Use
this book as either an encyclopedia or an inspiration, helping you
find or create conflicts around which you can build a campaign.
To assist players and gamemasters alike, we have included a
chapter of game rules at the end of this book. In it you will find
rules and guidelines for both BattleTech and A Time of War: The
BattleTech RPG to help you incorporate the information in this book
into your game and use this book to bring your games to life.
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StarCorps is always looking for opportunities. Plunging into
the twisted neo-samurai culture of the Combine has always been a
challenge, but recently events have conspired to open up wonderful loopholes and desperation for us to examine. Those ambitious
souls looking to expand the corporate reach of StarCorps into
Kurita-space would do well to pay attention not only to the information presented, but also—in good Combine fashion—to what
is said between the lines.
—Mukakebe Yojiriski
Liaison, Combine Business Development

The Draconis COmbine

The Dragon survives
Recent events have not been kind to the Draconis Combine.
In the span of a decade, the Kuritan Dragon has gone from an
extremely stable and powerful House to one of the weakest
Successor States in the Inner Sphere. No outside enemy has conquered it. The fall of the Dragon has come from an internal war
that has distracted it so badly, it nearly succumbed to the pressures raging around its borders.
A series of threats and catastrophes has pushed the Dragon
to the brink of destruction; even today, rifts exist that may take
decades to heal. For the Combine, the insidious actions of the
Black Dragons have done more harm to most of the nation than
the Blakist war, affecting nearly every world. A critical lack of leadership has hindered the Dragon’s ability to recover in the midst
of its problems, the least of which is the Word of Blake. Could
better choices have been made by the Combine’s leadership?
Undoubtedly. But, as they say, “hindsight is twenty-twenty.”

Misguided Opportunities
The Black Dragon coup, executed at a time when the
Coordinator and his heir were outside the borders, instigated a
messy avalanche of events that has brought the mighty nation to
the brink of disaster. Only after Luthien was reclaimed in 3075 and
the subsequent “Misogi War” (Purification War) that continues to
rage has the Kuritan Dragon begun to ascend once more.
While the most obvious and public display of the coup has
been Luthien, there have been a large number of other problems
that the public, both inside and outside the borders, has not seen.
Only by exhaustively analyzing data over the last decade have we
started to make any logical sense of the seemingly random events
we have heard are occurring within the Combine.
When the Black Dragons initiated their coup on Luthien, it triggered a series of smaller coups on several worlds, notably along
the Periphery border worlds and backwater provinces. These
world leaders were already leaning towards the “old ways” of the

Kokuryu-kai, harboring concerns of poor defenses against an unspecified Clan threat and spreading rumors of the eroding of the
Dictum Honorium. Believing that a return to the path that once
defined the Combine as a paragon of stellar empires was more
beneficial, these worlds quietly rebelled with various decisions
that skewed the results to Black Dragon interests in the corporate,
societal, and military arenas.
During the first six months of the coup, the Dragon lost several
key manufacturing facilities and warehousing centers. As a result,
the Combine faced a major shortfall of new equipment and supplies by the end of 3068. With materiel being used at a prodigious
rate and no Star League funding forthcoming, front-line regiments
faced slow supply lines.
Furthermore, what had been a fairly level reliance on raw
materials became almost a thousand times greater nearly overnight, as other manufacturers struggled to increase production
to fill the large black hole within the Dragon’s supply chain. Nearinstantaneous—or as close as possible, considering the nation’s
large scale—elevation of demand forced many corporations to
push laborers to work extremely long hours, draining the available
workforce. Such pressure-driven conditions saw many resourcedependent corporations such as Metals of the Mountain and
Osaka Fuel falter due to equipment failure, union strikes, and other impediments. Several small outlying worlds saw their financial
markets break down, causing Prefecture economies to stumble.
The financial strain threatened to envelope the entire Combine.
The failures across several markets only gave the Black
Dragons more fuel. Several units questioned their loyalty to
the Coordinator or the Dragon (the Black Dragon, that is), and
the DCMS faced a morale issue that could have escalated into
another Ronin War situation. Another catastrophe that would
launch the Dragon into a major civil war was not an outcome
anyone desired.
With the Coordinator and his heir under blackout communications and no other central command figure to take charge, the
Warlord of Pesht stepped into the role of Gunji-no-Kanrei and, taking decisive steps, froze several DCMS line units that had been
heading to Luthien. The move was brilliant; by freezing these units,
he kept the Black Dragon’s propaganda from spreading, pinned
more questionable units in place until there was time to deal with
them, and to the public’s eye, kept the Dragon visible in order to
cow the more lukewarm members of the Black Dragons from taking more hostile actions. He then declared New Samarkand the
Combine’s temporary capital, isolating the Black Pearl even further to staunch the Black Dragon’s poison from spreading.

Code of Silence
With a strict clampdown on interplanetary news, the Kanrei
fought a two-front war for several years against the Blakists and
the Black Dragons. The Blakists turned out to be the easier foe;
all the Kanrei needed to do was point his Warlords at the fanat-
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ics and let them go. The Black Dragons were the more insidious
enemy. Aside from the outright seizure of power on Luthien, they
have turned corporations, politicians, military officers and bureaucrats into their minions. The war waged in the Combine has been
as much a fight of propaganda and politics as the Blakist war has
been a military struggle.
Underground press, inevitable in such a strict, controlled society, has only inflamed matters, with inflated accounts, pro-Black
Dragon pap, divisive cultural commentary and in some cases valuable leaked military intel finding their way into the public realm.
The overt secession of the Azami worlds was the culmination of
this silent war, an action that the Coordinator—seemingly recovered from his fatigue at the hand of the Blakists on Dieron—flexed
his muscles to stop. While the situation has been resolved (not entirely to the Dragon’s liking, no doubt), it provided the Coordinator
and Kanrei the key assistance needed to begin extensive corrective measures.
Solidifying the ISF and O5P into a functional partnership, the
Coordinator has given the tormented intelligence agencies an
apparent ultimatum: root out and destroy the Black Dragons
thoroughly, or watch the Combine shatter. The resultant Misogi
War has been more successful—and more startling—than many
in the Coordinator’s office would have believed. Over fifty thousand collaborators on Benjamin, Pesht and New Samarkand
alone were put to the sword, and the Inquisitor Teams (apparently a team made of equal parts O5P and ISF agents) have rooted
out the rebel poison at the highest levels of business, industry,
social, and military levels.

Precipitous Pathways
The Misogi War has only just begun, with key Prefecture and
industrial worlds being part of the first wave. Most estimates do
not see this purification ending any time soon; it is believed the
Coordinator intends to have every world scrubbed of the treachery of the Black Dragons once and for all. While the wisdom in this
action is highly questionable, the success so far is not. Fear and national fervor has sparked like wildfire across the Dragon’s worlds,
giving the Combine strength in its talons just as it prepares to
bring the war straight to the Protectorate.
Questions regarding the Coordinator’s (and the Kanrei’s) actions and decisions will most likely be debated for some time to
come. Slow reactions here, miscommunications there, indecisiveness, overbearing orders—these are all obvious discussion fodder
for the rank and file. However, for good or ill, one thing cannot be
denied by anyone: the leaders made their decisions based on their
loyalty and love for the Dragon.
The damage done to the Combine cannot be calculated without a careful look at each world to see how badly wounded they
were. Worlds like Luthien, Benjamin and Al Na’ir will take decades
to rebuild; others like Togura and Sutama will only need months.
Opportunities abound for those who know how to look for it inside the Combine’s borders. However, a deep level of trust among
the citizenry has been greatly harmed; with the Misogi War in full
swing and reports of Blakist treachery abounding, many people
not only retain their highly xenophobic attitudes but also now
look a lot harder at their neighbors.
In short, it’s a good time to invest in the Dragon. Just don’t expect to make a lot of friends.

NAtAR Shield System scanner (version 2.7.14)
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Clan Nova Cat
[One cannot examine the Dragon without looking at the Cat
clasped to its breast. Nestled along the Dominion border, the residents
of the Irece Prefecture are a study in contrasts. Free of Clan oppression,
they are still occupied worlds, home to the homeless Clan Nova Cat.
While many non-Clan residents believe the Cats continue to take advantage of the Coordinator’s generosity while fighting under Stone’s
flag, they are secretly happy to see much of the Clan’s warriors elsewhere. When the war is over, however, things may well get interesting
on these so-called “reservations.” –MY]

Clan Nova Cat
The status of the Clan within the Dragon’s borders continues
to cause much consternation among the Coordinator’s entourage
as well as Imperial High Command. The actions of the somewhatindependent Clansmen have been questionable at times, and
downright traitorous at others.
The most public indication that all was not well within the
Irece Prefecture came when the Clan pulled back their forces to
the worlds given to them by the Dragon. Murmurings from Irece
indicated that the Clan was in total shock with the complete dissolution of the Second Star League and had pulled back in itself to
“figure things out.” While their response may not have been ideal,
the Clan was still stationed along the Dominion border, which was
fine for the Warlords as war broke out across the Davion border, on
Luthien and within the Dieron Prefecture.
There were deeper problems, however, and analysis of some
of the events from before the historic 3067 dissolution vote reveal
how these problems developed.

Feline Shell Games
The mysterious explosion of manufacturing occurring from
the Nova Cats—which has put several new military
designs into service—has been a source of much executive heartburn across Combine boardrooms.
During the investigation and subsequent lowkey arrest of former CEO Hoek Botterfield,
documents came to light detailing an extensive
resource and manufacturing agreement that LAW
had made with the Clan, beyond the Imperial
Throne’s purview. Such action within the
Combine is highly illegal, considering
the tight controls the government has on
its corporations; the Department of Commerce,
Corporate Division occupies an entire metropolitan center on New Samarkand and spends its
time dealing with bureaucratic red tape.
The secret deal—thought to be negotiated in good
faith by the Clan—provided the Clan with a high volume of resources and the rapid construction of several facilities on Irece,
which modified the Omni manufacturing technology LAW used
in its own facility on Luthien. In return, LAW received technical

specifications and the assistance of several Clan technicians and
scientists to begin building Clan-tech factories; the Clan believed
these facilities would be within the Irece Prefecture and utilized
by the Clan. Instead, LAW shipped the Clan development teams
to Coudoux while telling the teams they were on Mualang. Due to
their isolation during the development and construction, the Clan
didn’t know any different. At present, the Coudoux facility is operational, and the island containing the facility is considered part
of the Nova Cat’s enclave, thanks to an edict by the Coordinator
in 3075.
While the Clan churned out several new designs in the years
leading up to and through the opening volleys of the Jihad, it was
less than originally believed. Khan West, attempting to keep the
Clan’s damaged state from the eyes of both the Dominion Watch
and even the ISF, had his Galaxy Commanders constantly rotate
the new equipment throughout the Clan. Such high rotation gave
the appearance of major strength to the touman, while giving the
Clan’s warriors the ability to cross-train with multiple platforms.
So while the Clan’s true size was nearly half as strong as originally
believed, its warriors’ experience has become incalculable.

Dreams and Reality
The Clan’s subsequent decision to abandon their Irece holdings to pursue some half-baked dream about a FedSuns governor
was truly troubling to the High Command. Faced with multiple
battle fronts, a growing ideological split, and rumblings from the
Azami, watching their “pet” Clan leave an entire section of border
defenseless was the last straw for many. In fact, the Black Dragons
actually attempted pursuit, or at least resorted to wanton piracy
and destruction, of the Nova Cat fleet that guarded the stripped
worlds in order to purge the Irece Prefecture of the Clan taint.
At present, the Imperial High Command is satisfied with
Stone’s forcible rejection of half of the Cat touman
from his coalition. At face value, it appears that
the Dragon is being generous with the addition
of such an experienced force to Stone’s army,
while still maintaining some troops along the
currently quiet Dominion border. Inwardly,
however, many Warlords
are still seething
with the Nova
Cat’s disregard
for the Combine that graciously sheltered them. The fact that the Cats hit
the Blakist positions on Buckminster and Luthien
assuaged little of the High Command’s pride,
considering the massive amount of collateral
damage the Clan allowed in their “liberation tactics.”
What is certain is that whenever this Jihad ends, those Nova
Cats returning to their holdings in Irece will be facing a new
Dragon with a less-than-pleasant disposition.
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Key Personalities of 3076
hohiro kurita

After a few years of slow recovery, Hohiro regained his health.
The Coordinator has been making more public appearances
and declarations of late, lessening the burden of governing the
Dragon’s affairs from the Gunji-no-Kanrei’s shoulders. Rumors
abound of some sort of mental or physical condition that has afflicted the Coordinator since his time in Blakist captivity, but aside
from the common mental fatigue associated from those who’ve
suffered severe post-traumatic stress disorder, the Coordinator
seems to be in excellent health. His recent handling of the Azami
crisis bears witness to that fact; even the Kanrei couldn’t handle
the proud people of the Arkab worlds.
Little is known about the rest of the Combine’s ruling family, as they have been under heavy security and secrecy, moving
from one Combine world to another to remain a step ahead of
Blakist plots.

Kiyomori Minamoto
Rank/Title: Gunji-no-Kanrei of the DCMS
Born: 3022 (54 in 3076)
A model DCMS soldier under the reign of Takashi Kurita,
Kiyomori Minamoto steadily worked his way to the command of
the ultra-conservative Seventh Sword of Light, leading the unit

kiyomori minamoto

Hohiro Kurita
Rank/Title: Coordinator of the Draconis Combine
Born: 3023 (53 in 3076)
Having ascended to the Chrysanthemum Throne after the
passing of his father, Theodore, in 3070, Hohiro’s reign as the ruling master of the Dragon has been difficult. Though Hohiro is
dedicated to following the ideals laid down by his father, his time
in captivity on Dieron has taken its toll.
Hohiro led a task force from Orestes to Dieron in 3068 after the
world spun into a meatgrinder under relentless Blakist assault. The
Word discovered his arrival, and after a brutal battle against an entrenched DCMS position, the Venatori came away with the Kuritan
heir in tow. He was paraded through the streets of the capital and
then taken into the stony walls of Fortress Dieron, a massive Castle
Brian complex that the Word had captured earlier.
A concerted effort by an infiltration team, with aid from the few
survivors of the Black Watch—who’d been shot down when they
had originally attempted to land—sprung Hohiro and smuggled
him off-world. By many accounts, none of them verified by the
Combine, the Combine’s heir apparent was near-catatonic, and he
suffered severe mental duress for several months after his rescue.
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into the Clan invasion. Though the value of Theodore’s reforms
were known to him, Kiyomori resisted until the Coordinator spent
a day with the regiment and worked out a compromise of beliefs
that allowed the Seventh to stick to their ideals while simultaneously elevating their practices into the modern era of war.
Impressed by Minamoto’s intelligence and adherence to
the bushido philosophy, Theodore made Minamoto one of his
lead advisors and Warlord of Pesht. Minamoto was touring the
Galedon District when Luthien went under; some have thought
he may have had a hand in the Kokuryu-kai’s resurgence, but no
hard evidence exists. His actions on Benjamin and subsequent authorization of deep, bloody purges across several Combine worlds
have been proof enough for many, including the Coordinator, of
his loyalty to the Dragon.
While his self-promotion to Kanrei may be considered an act
of extreme hubris, it cannot be disputed that his stepping up into
the leadership of the Dragon during its hour of need spared the
Combine a fractious, torturous death as fodder for the Blakists,
Bears, and Draconis March forces. His gruff and seemingly abrasive attitude towards the Coordinator soon after Hohiro’s return
was noted, but as of late, the Kanrei has maintained proper decorum and honor towards the Kurita throne since dealing with the
Black Dragon cancer.

shakir jerrar

Rumors from the Imperial Court strongly suggest that it was
Minamoto’s suggestion to strike the colors of the Fortieth Dieron
and Sixth Benjamin Regulars, scattering those few survivors who
pass a rigorous O5P screening test into various planetary militia as
common infantry.

Shakir Jerrar
Rank/Title: Director of the ISF
Born: 3011 (65 in 3076)
An adoptee into the prominent Fusilli family as a war orphan,
Shakir Jerrar eagerly joined the DCMS at the first opportunity.
However, his oft-sharp tongue and scabrous wit got him into repeated trouble during his tour of duty with the First Proserpina
Hussars, gaining him a “promotion” to a lance command within
the Legions of Vega.
Jerrar’s reborn devotion to the ideals of the Combine, as well
as his watchfulness in reporting the worst offenders within the
Legion to the ISF, garnered him a closer look by the Dragon’s secret police. Satisfied with his record and devotion to the Dragon,
he was approached and then trained as a metsuke agent, with his
first assignment as a watchdog over Sorenson’s Sabres, after the
troubling events involving the unit on Togura.
Later, his adherence to the strict philosophies of bushido helped
him during the heavy purges of the ISF after the attempted assassination of the Coordinator in 3058. He was in line to command all
of the ISF’s DEST forces when Minamoto tapped him as the new
ISF Director after Ninyu Kerai-Indrahar perished on Benjamin in
3068.
Jerrar’s reign as Director has been trying. Plagued constantly
with a simmering underground war with the Kokuryu-kai on
several key Combine planets, as well as dealing with several accusations leveled at his own loyalties (due to his wife’s family’s
past affiliations), Jerrar has constantly had to prove himself. After
a particularly heated exchange between Jerrar and the Kanrei on
Benjamin, the ISF began a bloody purge that put the one of 3059
to shame. Working directly with the O5P under the Coordinator’s
orders, the ISF formed several Inquisitor teams that began purging confirmed (and suspected) Black Dragon agents from every
agency under the Dragon, including local world governments. So
far, only a quarter of the Combine’s worlds have gone under the
katana in the Misogi War since the purge began in 3075, with more
surely to come.

Mara Selencia
Rank/Title: Abbess of the Order of Five Pillars (O5P)
Born: 3035 (41 in 3076)
Given over to the Order of Five Pillars on her first birthday by
her unknown parents, Mara Selencia has known nothing but service to the Combine through the Order’s enigmatic protection
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by no means less effective) methods such as manipulation, seduction, and diplomacy. Because of Abbess Yamiro’s “taint,” these
agents were finding it more difficult to carry out localized operations, leading the ISF to often handle things on their own terms
or simply turn their heads and walk away. Still, O5P missions were
more often successes than failures due to the conservative but aggressive staff underneath Lady Selencia.
Small of frame but elegant of stature, Lady Mara Selencia exudes cultural plurality and refinement of the Japanese dictum. Her
rigid adherence to standard cultural protocols notwithstanding,
she is known both for her tenacity and for her inability to accept
“no” for an answer. She has taken steps to mend the growing rift
between the O5P and the ISF, though to little success.

Sahalli Odessa
Rank/Title: Caliph of the Azami Brotherhood
Born: 3031 (45 in 3076)
Loyal to the Combine through a centuries-old understanding
and agreement, the Azami relationship with the Dragon has become more than strained over the last few years. It has spiraled
out of control to the point of secession.

sahalli odessa
of the people of the Dragon and its spiritual honor. Considered
an “unofficial” branch of the Combine government, the O5P nevertheless has seen its power rise and fall through the centuries,
depending on the whims and dictums of the Coordinator.
The Order was in near-shambles when its Keeper of House
Honor died by an assassin’s hand in 3065. The loss was doubly
hard, as Omi Kurita was not only the people’s favorite but also the
daughter of the Coordinator. Her loss dealt a crippling blow to the
morale of the O5P and still echoes across the organization.
Abbess Selencia ascended to her position when Abbess
Tomade Yamiro passed away during a visit to the Combine’s new
capital on New Samarkand. Overseeing the construction of a new
Pillar complex, she died peacefully in her sleep. With her death,
the suspicions aroused by the ISF regarding her loyalties have
ended, which may well remove the wedge that was developing
between the ISF and the Order. Several “accidents” have been recorded over the last ten years in operations that required the two
departments to cooperate, with an increasing frequency of incidents through 3074.
Lady Selencia previously ran the Field Operations arm of the
O5P, a deadly branch that rivals the DEST in fanaticism and loyalty.
While DEST forces tend to use brute strength and other violent
means to their ends, O5P operatives employ less aggressive (but
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Leader of the ancient Azami Brotherhood—the militaristic side
of the peaceful nomadic desert people—Sahalli Odessa has had
the thankless task of leading these newly liberated forces to protect
what remains of Azami independence. Thrust into the spotlight due
mainly to his quiet and calm nature during his years as a company
commander with the Second Arkab Legion, he has been a stabilizing force among the Azami military. It was his decision to trust the
Dragon one last time and journey to Benjamin to discuss the situation of the people and the Combine’s lack of respect.
Odessa’s personal stake in the future of the Azami worlds is
large; nearly his entire clan was wiped out in the unfortunate asteroid strike on Arkab in early 3071. His only surviving daughter, Fatima,
currently serves as his aide-de-camp while his cousin Jaipur is constantly with him, guarding him from Combine treachery.
Before the catastrophic events on Arkab and the Blakist occupation of Al Na’ir, Sahalli served with distinction in the DCMS,
and he was often seen educating his fellow Combine officers and
mates regarding Azami practices and customs. Upper-echelon of-

santin west

ficers often consulted with Odessa as an unofficial liaison when
the Legion was assigned to more Combine-cultural worlds, where
the Azami were seen as oddities and outcasts. His tireless diligence in promoting Azami culture was often commented on by
many within the Legion, who felt that his efforts were beginning
to see some results within the more hardcore DCMS.
Sahalli was asked to step in as Caliph by a majority of clan
leaders to stand for the people against the neglect and failures
of the Dragon. Using his wealth of experience and the grief gathered from Arkab, he successfully negotiated with the Coordinator
to pull all Azami military assets back to defend their worlds. The
people would not be asked to sacrifice themselves for the Dragon
for the foreseeable future and would be given aid to assist in rebuilding.
Caliph Odessa returned to the Azami triumphant; for the
Brotherhood, the Jihad was over—unless the Word decides to
strike again. The promise of aid has been mostly that, however,
and the Caliph faces an increasingly hostile people looking to remain the masters of their own destiny.

Santin West
Rank/Title: Khan of Clan Nova Cat
Born: 3031 (45 in 3076)
After the Nova Cat Khans perished during the Great Refusal
in 3060, Santin West took hold of the beleaguered Clan’s leadership. He kept the Clan united and together during their headlong
flight after the Abjurement decree from the Grand Council, leaving millions of castemen behind to be absorbed or killed by
pursuant Clans. The sundering nearly tore the Nova Cats apart;
the subsequent war with the raging Ghost Bears and the political
aggression by Combine warlords would have crushed the life of
lesser warriors.
The fact that the Nova Cats survive and even thrive in the
Irece Prefecture can be credited to its leaders. Khan West and
Oathmaster Minoru have become the spirit and soul of the Clan
as saKhan Devalis has forged the elite warriors into a force to be
feared. So says any Nova Cat warrior when asked; they firmly believe that the Khans were chosen to bring the Cats through the
“Dark Time.”
Fanaticism and spiritual mumbo-jumbo aside, the fact remains
that the Clan still survives despite crushing odds. Khan West’s incredible charisma and foresight has kept him as a popular symbol
of Clan resiliency. His own exploits against the Combine during
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the invasion—facing down Kell Hounds on Luthien in 3052, taking
on masquerading mercenaries in the Periphery, and so on—has
created a cult of personality around West. Any type of vision or
thought he expresses is taken as divine inspiration, causing the
Clan to veer off on paths that look as if they will destroy them once
and for all. Their recent abandonment of the Combine to take up
banners behind Stone is one such move; corporate rumor mills
across the Combine expect the Coordinator to slap the Cats down
hard for their abandonment of the Dominion border.
Khan West’s charisma may be electric, but it can’t hide the fact
that the Clan is withering within the interior of the Dragon. Its resources severely depleted—the Clan sells its own technologies
piecemeal to Combine corporate interests so they can purchase
materials to build their own equipment—and with strict travel
and other security policies in place on the Cat reservations, this
once-proud Clan is simply looking to regain glory after nearly two
decades of beatings. West has galvanized his people while giving
them a chance to receive an honorable death against the Word
of Blake.

minoru kurita

Minoru Kurita
Rank/Title: Oathmaster of Clan Nova Cat
Born: 3031 (45 in 3076)
Youngest son of the late Theodore Kurita, Minoru was never
truly groomed to rule the Combine. His quick mind and philosophical bent kept him studying the mystical arts rather than the
path of a warrior. His quiet nature kept him out of the spotlight;
his position as the second son allowed him sufficient obscurity to
pursue his interests in t’ai chi chuan, kenjitsu, and other martial arts
that fused the mind and the body.
In 3058, he was offered and accepted the task of becoming a liaison
to the incoming Clan Nova Cat. The Clan, initiating peace overtures
on the threshold of the Great Refusal, was accepted as subjects of the
Dragon. Due to the Cat’s vastly different societal culture, Theodore
sent Minoru as an envoy to help guide the Clan in their new role as a
Combine “protectorate” within the Dragon’s borders.
Minoru took matters one step further after his arrival sparked
talk among the mystical Cats. After spending some time among
the Clan’s leadership, he divested himself of his Kuritan nobility
and became a bondsman of the Clan. Soon after, he challenged
and fought his way through the Clan’s ritual system to become the
Oathmaster, keeper of the Clan’s lore and a guide for those who
sought to walk in visions.

Since then, Minoru has immersed himself into the role as the
soul of the Clan. He is sought for his wisdom and expertise when
warriors conduct visions, and he has been at the center of many of
the Clan’s recent decisions to leave Combine space and seek honor while battling under Devlin Stone’s banner. After Stone’s recent
Trial—fought at the behest of the Coordinator—Minoru returned
to Irece and the Nova Cat reservations with half of the Clan’s touman to prepare for any counterattacks or Dominion aggression.
The split comes at a time when the Clan has been wholly behind Khan West’s all-or-nothing drive to be Stone’s “spear.” Though
Minoru’s presence has mitigated some of the animosity by those
warriors returning, the level of aggression has risen to the point
that a few Combine warlords are concerned the Clan will turn
and attack the Ghost Bear Dominion in retaliation for imaginary
slights. Such actions would embroil the Combine in yet another
war, this time with a foe that has shown its might during the liberations of Pesht, Benjamin and Luthien.
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Other Notable Personalities of 3076
Akira Tormark
Rank/Title: Tai-i in the ISF (Musukosan No Ryu)
Born: 3050 (26 in 3076)
A dedicated ISF agent assigned to operations along the
Protectorate border during the Word’s Jihad, Tormark catapulted
into the spotlight of several high-ranking ISF and O5P operatives
with a successful secret operation on Herndon. While the target
of the operation is unknown, it apparently caused quite a stir as
Tormark vaulted into the upper command levels of DEST by order
of Director Jerrar.
Tormark is one of the few “Sons of the Dragon” who does not
deny his membership in that secretive ISF organization. Such
brazenness is no doubt part of a larger scheme to keep attention
focused on those who are overt about their participation, allowing the more secretive members to operate in the shadows.
Interestingly enough, quiet whispers among the halls of the
O5P’s Field Operations division have also mentioned Tormark’s
name. While the spirit of cooperation between the ISF and O5P remained strained even as their relationship rebuilds under the new
Abbess’ orders, some names seem to be popping up in both organizations’ headquarters. Alongside Tormark’s name is that of Chu-i
Thomas Alexander, a key aide in many of Tormark’s operations.
It is possible there may be a shadow war brewing between
the two agencies even as they carry out the Misogi War, as the rift
that was growing under Abbess Yamiro is not one easily repaired.
If such a conflict happens, it is quite possible that both agencies
will be competing for assets. Tormark may well prove to be one of
these, and his allegiance at this time may determine the direction
of the wind in the Dragon’s shadow community.

Albert Benton
Rank/Title: Tai-i / CO of Sorenson’s Sabres
Born: 2997 (79 in 3076)
Commander of one of the Dragon’s most storied units, Albert
Benton is one of the most unassuming and humble commanders in Stone’s coalition. While his decision to leave the brutal
fighting on Luthien is a sticking point for many of the Combine’s
Warlords, the Coordinator’s approval of the move has silenced
all public criticism, and Benton has been able to withdraw from
the spotlight.
A competent and able officer, Benton has the distinction of being one of the rare commanders invited to the Courchevel Trial at
the end of the Bear-Combine war in the 3060s. His outstanding

victory and the Sabres’ incredible battle history since then have
helped situate Benton’s command as Stone’s liaison to Dominion
forces. As Benton operates alongside Dominion forces, the Clan
has welcomed his tactical and strategic insight in their relentless
plunge into Protectorate space.
During his public appearances when speaking for the Clan
to the Inner Sphere press, Benton has hinted that he is looking
to retire and hand off the reins of the unit to his more capable subordinates. Finishing the fight that the Word started on
Luthien is his primary goal, and nothing short of death will dissuade him.
Benton has taken good-natured flack from his fellow Sabres
for retaining his battered Black Hawk-KU. Politely declining the
Dominion’s offer to provide an actual Nova to replace the “clearly inferior machine,” Benton has instead taken advantage of the
Clan technology around him and maximized his killing zones with
the best technology the Dominion can provide for one of the
“Courcheval Honored.”

Evette Sorenson
Rank/Title: Chu-i in the First Sword of Light
Born: 3051 (25 in 3076)
Daughter to Daniel Sorenson and Julie Isesaki, Evette has
desired to be a MechWarrior since listening to her father’s tales.
While her twin brother, Ivan, pursued the route of athletics—he
recently signed with the Osaka Lightning on Minowa—she busied
herself learning the intricacies of BattleMechs and military history.
A top-level graduate with the Sun Zhang Academy, she landed the
sole open slot in Tai-sa Sakamoto’s command lance with the First
Sword of Light. Undoubtedly, her name helped propel her into
such a prestigious slot.
Her father’s stubborn determination has manifested itself
in Evette, and she is constantly trying to live up to her father’s
name and reputation. This determination helped turn the
tide of battle when the First Sword hit Al Na’ir in July 3076 as
part of Stone’s task force. She stood firm at Killioch Pass as
the wounded Tai-sa retreated, holding off the Word’s flanking attack for critical minutes and allowing the Ryuken-roku to
hammer the Blakist rear, breaking the Word’s back along the
entire flank.
Evette has a cold, stand-offish personality, enhanced by
rage boiling beneath her surface. Word of her mother’s death
on Isesaki in March of 3076 by Word of Blake forces has certainly
stoked the fire of her wrath, which she unleashes on the battlefield at the controls of her father’s modified Hatamoto.
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Gretchen Noda
Rank/Title: Tai-sa / Commander, Ronin (mercenary unit)
Born: 3023 (53 in 3076)
Heavily battered on Dieron during a Word of Blake assault in
June of 3068, the Tenth Ghost Regiment was barely functional and
in dire need of supply when they pulled back to Ashio. When the
unit was ordered to hit Dieron again in the summer of 3070—after
receiving very little repair and supplies—the former yakuza soldiers had had enough. With their charismatic commander Samual
Noda dead and his wrathful wife now in command, the Tenth
Ghost decided their term of service with the Combine had come
to an end.
Gretchen Noda had assumed her husband’s rank of Tai-sa and
was the driving force behind the Tenth abandoning its post in late
3071. She solidified her power by executing the three ISF agents
within their ranks, then led the unit across the Combine to Rezak’s
Hole, where they cleaned up the few remaining pirates. Noda decided to reorganize the unit, and so the Tenth Ghost died while
the masterless Ronin were born.
Knowing full well that if the DCMS caught up with them they
would be under a death sentence, Noda pulled the unit together, incorporating some of the saner pirates they captured on
Rezak’s Hole. Rebuilding the unit was difficult until they raided an
Intersteller Expeditions base camp near an ancient Star League depot site, absconding with several tons of equipment and the two
lances of vintage Star League ‘Mechs recently discovered there.
The Ronin then departed only days before a DCMS patrol arrived
in response to IE’s distress call.
Taking a lucrative contract from StarCorps, the Ronin partnered with another mercenary force in reconnoitering Odessa
ahead of a small invasion force. Originally believed to be involved in some sort of corporate war, the Ronin quickly found
themselves embroiled in a nasty war with the Odessan garrison
and a hidden Shadow Division. Suffering nearly seventy-five
percent losses, the Ronin barely survived the bloodbath and
challenged their corporate contractor in a legal dispute to recover the additional losses.
Noda was outraged when during the legal deliberations
she discovered the Ronin’s true paymaster: Chandrasekhar
Kurita. Feeling betrayed once again by the Dragon, even
though “Uncle Chandy” is considered outside of the normal
Kurita mold, Noda has forsworn any dealings with the Dragon

or its personages. Such a declaration seems to be a toothless one: the DCMS declared the Tenth Ghost a rogue unit in
3072, to be arrested or eliminated on sight if they ever entered
Combine space again.

Connor DeLon
Title: Owner of DeLon Stables, Solaris VII
Born: 3027 (49 in 3076)
The hard-nosed son of Thomas DeLon, architect of DeLon
Stables on Solaris VII, Connor took over ownership after his father passed away from congestive heart failure in 3069. Connor
takes unabashed credit for the discovery of Erik Gray (despite
his contract with Silver Dragon), leader and hero of the Solaris
Home Defense League during the Blakist occupation. Indeed,
much of the SHDL’s funding and support during its underground years can be traced directly to the DeLon and Silver
Dragon Stables.
Both Silver Dragon and DeLon Stables formed a quiet partnership after the occupation ended, pledging mutual support
and resources to rebuild and present a solid Kuritan face to the
hard-hit Kobe District. Together, the two stables spent their profits
rebuilding and refinancing several projects in the area.
In 3072, Connor was arrested and put on trial for using “known
criminal elements” to bomb his own facilities across Solaris City
in order to manipulate new bidding wars for the rebuilding.
Supposedly, Connor masterminded a complex financial scheme
to recoup the losses by defrauding local businesses and civilians
during the reconstruction. The charges fell through after a tearful
Aldis Bromley confessed to the shoddy frame-up; scandalsheets
revealed later that Aldis did it because Connor had “stolen the
young Bromley’s girlfriend, nova-hot star Theresé Monticello.”
Aldis died a year later in a car accident.
At present, DeLon runs the stable much the same way his father
did. With three Top-Twenty fighters in the current Championship,
the stable is making C-bills hand over fist; a sizeable portion is put
aside for the betterment of the Kobe District. While the partnership with Silver Dragons is officially dissolved, rumors circulate
to the contrary, especially when the topics discussed involve several construction operations in the Tangerine Desert and over in
Nowhere, where representatives of both stables have been seen
in possibly compromising situations with local mafiosi and few
surviving yakuza members.
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Corporations of the Combine
Luthien Armor Works
Corporate HQ: Pesht
Key Facilities: New Samarkand,
Togura, Abiy Adi
Probably the biggest corporate conglomerate within
the Combine and considered
the Dragon’s iconic BattleMech manufacturer, LAW is
a foundational lynchpin of the
Kuritan empire. LAW’s primary
loyalty has always been to the Kuritan
throne, structuring its hierarchy and business
plans to the whims of the Coordinators. Nothing during its centuries
of existence has truly threatened the massive corporation—until
the Jihad.
The early months of the coup on Luthien and the Blakist
occupation changed the company’s fortunes. At the end of
January 3068, three nuclear detonations from unknown forces
leveled the heavy production facilities of LAW’s OmniMech
manufacturing plant outside of Imperial City. The radioactive
fallout and EMP waves disrupted and heavily damaged a large
portion of LAW’s other facilities and collapsed the corporation’s
elaborate headquarters tower, killing nearly half of the company’s board. Other strikes by Word and Black Dragon forces on
several key worlds during the next two years severely cut into
the profitability of the company, forcing it to take several drastic measures just to survive.
LAW was looking to be on the upswing of recovery when
it was discovered in 3074 that the CEO, Hoek Botterfield, was a
high-level Black Dragon conspirator. His arrest, trial, and execution on Benjamin was a major blow to the corporation’s already
damaged image; investors and shareholders have been extremely reluctant to trust the company even as they brokered
leveraged deals to keep the company afloat.
The Dragon knows that the failure of LAW would be disastrous to the Combine as a whole. It is unarguably one of the top
five corporations in the Combine’s economic landscape and
the top military manufacturer. With the strict protocols, limitations, and laws set in place by the Dragon regarding trade and
commercial endeavors, losing LAW would create a void that
would not easily be filled by any other Combine manufacturer.
With the continued xenophobic attitude of the citizenry—not
to mention a majority of nobility and high-ranking officials—
no outside corporation would be allowed to step in that role.
If such a situation arises and LAW dissolves, the Combine could

effectively find itself with an extremely limited military future
on the horizon. Such a handicap would be perceived as weakness by the Dragon’s enemies and could be further construed
as an invitation to border invasions.
Hachiman-Taro Electronics
Corporate HQ: Hachiman
Key Facilities: Towne, Dieron,
Luthien, Miyada
A key company in the
vast holdings of the late
Chandrasekhar Kurita, HTE is
considered a cornerstone in the
electronics market within the
Combine. Corporate practices instituted by “Uncle Chandy” have
led to sales and exports outside
the Combine seeing a nearly fifty
percent markup in price simply
to offset the much lower and affordable prices offered to the citizens of the Dragon.
HTE supplies both military and civilian electronic components to several large corporate clients, including LAW,
Wakazashi, IrTech, Ceres, and Federated-Boeing. In addition,
the corporation has several arrangements and agreements
with second-tier corporations such as Sapphire Sunset Metals,
Contard Mining, StarCorps, and Isesaki Shipping. Being well
diversified, the corporation has survived the losses of several
facilities during the Jihad. Much of that success can be attributed more to the consortium of which HTE is a member; this
unnamed group of corporations was originally put together by
the late Kuritan lord for the eventuality of his death.
Boardroom chatter, however, suggests that much of HTE’s
extra capital has come from the late Kurita’s own vast fortune.
Such rumors burn brighter as HTE posted a significant loss in
3076 on the New Samarkand market, the first time in nearly fifty
years. Astute investigation, however, shows that the losses are
more attributable to several covert strikes on HTE and its consortium partners by IrTech.
All HTE compounds still employ qualified mercenary commands for site security, a stipulation that former CEO Peter
Abdulsattah put into place in the late 3050s. The current CEO,
Takinama Rendelli, still continues the practice but defers all arrangements to HTE’s Chief of Security Marcel Webb, even as
Webb serves as an advisor under Devlin Stone.

